Introducing the
Book Club Hub
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With no holds or waiting,
the hoopla Book Club Hub
makes title selection
easy for book clubs
of any size!

Art puts the “A” in STEAM. Art can be a critical
component of inventive thinking. Design and
decoration can make functional inventions not only
more appealing visually but also more user-friendly.
Creative activities incorporating art can support
creativity in other areas of inquiry. Kids, adolescents,
and adults can experience applied artistic learning
through a diversity of activity books exploring
everything from 3-D art to photography, all
available on hoopla.
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hoopla Book Club Hub’s Spotlight Selection:

Tangerine by Christine Mangan
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The last person Alice Shipley expected to see since
arriving in Tangier with her new husband was Lucy Mason.
After an accident, the two friends haven’t spoken in over a
year. Then Alice’s husband goes missing, and Alice starts to
question her relationship with Lucy, her decision to ever
come to Morocco, and her very own state of mind.

Learn more and find reader resources for your
next book club at theclub.hoopladigital.com
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#hooplabookclub

#discoverreadshare
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The stories of women in science are critically
important to empower girls and young women to
be competitive during a time of rapid technological
change. The sciences are defined by those who
push past perceived limitations and break the
barriers of their time. These are the stories of
women who pioneered the way for future
generations of women scientists.

STEAM-related materials are critical in early childhood, as
it's a stage where children are extremely receptive to
learning new things. Exploring titles made especially for
early learners can help nurture a child’s educational
foundation for life.

STEAM encourages curiosity. From fossils to astronauts,
children can discover an array of tools and topics through
STEAM-themed eBooks, audiobooks, comics, videos, and
more. STEAM content expands a child’s mind and teaches
them more about the ever-changing world around them.

Exploring artificial intelligence, coding, art…it’s all here to
discover and encourage teens to follow their own STEAM
dreams. Music for studying, videos and audiobooks from
The Great Courses, and more — teens can dive into a complete
world of entertaining educational content on hoopla.

Always learning, always growing, always experimenting —
STEAM isn’t just for children and teens! Learning is a
lifelong endeavor, and adults can do their own discovery
of STEAM-related topics on hoopla.
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